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The Robustness of Authoritarianism in the Middle East
Exceptionalismin Comparative
Perspective
Eva Bellin

Why have the Middle East and North Africa remained so singularly resistant to
democratization? While the number of electoral democracies has nearly doubled
since 1972, the numberin this region has registeredan absolute decline.1Today,only
two out of twenty-one countries qualify as electoral democracies, down from three
observed in 1972.2 Stagnationis also evident in the guaranteeof political rights and
civil liberties. While the numberof countries designated free by FreedomHouse has
doubled in the Americas and in the Asia-Pacific region, increased tenfold in Africa,
and risen exponentially in Centraland East Europe over the past thirty years, there
has been no overall improvementin the Middle East and North Africa.3Aggregate
scores in 2002 differ little from 1972. Fifteen countries are designated not free, five
partly free, and only one free (see Table 1). While a few countries, notably Morocco,
Jordan, Bahrain, and Yemen, have registered noteworthy progress toward political
liberalizationin the past decade, overall the vast majority of countries has failed to
catch the wave of democratization that has swept nearly every other part of the
world.
Explanationssuggest a litany of regional failures. First, civil society is weak and
thus is an ineffective champion of democracy.Labor unions are empty shells; businessmen's associations lack credible autonomy;nongovernmentalorganizationslack
indigenous grounding. The weakness of associational life undermines the development of countervailingpower in society that can force the state to be accountableto
popularpreferences. It also contractsthe opportunitiesfor citizens to participatein
collective deliberation, stunting the development of a civic culture, that essential
underpinningof vibrantdemocracy.4
Second, the commanding heights of the economy remain largely in state hands.
Despite nearly two decades of experimentationwith structuraladjustment,the public
sector continues to account for a major share of employmentand GNP generationin
most countries.5 This legacy of statist ideologies and rent-fueled opportunities
underminesthe capacity to build autonomous, countervailingpower to the state in
society.
Third,people are poor; literacy rates are low; and inequality is significant. It is
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Table 1 FreedomHouse Rankingsfor Middle Easternand North African Countries,
1972 and 2002

Country

Algeria
Egypt
Iran
Iraq
Libya
Oman

PoliticalRights/CivilLibertie
(CompositeScore)
2001/2
1972/3
6
6
5.5
7
6.5
6.5

5.5
6
6
7
7
5.5

FreedomRating

12221

2002/3

Not Free
Not Free
Not Free
NotFree
Not Free
NotFree

NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree

Palestine Nat'l Author.

*

Qatar
SaudiArabia
Sudan
Syria
Tunisia
UnitedArabEmirates
Yemen(South)

5.5
6
6
7
5.5
6
7

6
7
7
7
5.5
5.5
6 (N & S)

NotFree
Not Free
Not Free
Not Free
NotFree
Not Free
Not Free

NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree
NotFree

Lebanon

2

5.5

Free

NotFree

Bahrain
Jordan
Kuwait
Morocco
Turkey

5.5
6
4
4.5
3.5

5.5
5
4.5
5
4.5

PartlyFree
PartlyFree
PartlyFree
PartlyFree
PartlyFree

Yemen(North)

4.4

PartlyFree
Not Free
PartlyFree
PartlyFree
PartlyFree

**

Partly Free

**

Israel

2.5

2

Free

Free

5.5

*

Not Free

Anaverage
3-5.5"'Tartly
and5.5-7"Not
ratingof 1-2.5aregenerally
considered
Free",
"Free",

Frce."ForFreedomHouse'smethodologysee www.freedomhouse.org
*The PNA was createdin 1993-94
**North and South Yemen united in 1990
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not unusual for a fifth of the population in a given country to fall below the poverty
line; 32 percent of adults are illiterate;and the region ranks in the bottom half of the
United Nations' human development index despite the enormous wealth of several
countries.6These conditions compromiseboth elite and mass commitmentto democratic reform.The masses do not prioritizeit, and the elite has reason to be frightened
by it. The championsof democracyare few and far between.
Fourth, countries in the region are geographically remote from the epicenter of
democratization.Few, except Turkey,borderdirectly on successful models of democratic rule. The demonstrationeffect that has proven so importantin fueling democratization in otherregions is diluted in the Middle East and North Africa.7
Fifth, culture, specifically Islam, distinguishes the region. Surely culture must
explain some of the region's exceptionalism, especially since Islam is presumed to
be inhospitableto democracy.8
In short, the Middle East and North Africa lack the prerequisitesof democratization. The lack of a strong civil society, a market-driveneconomy, adequate income
and literacy levels, democratic neighbors, and democratic culture explains the
region's failureto democratize.
None of these explanationsis satisfying. The Middle East and North Africa are in
no way unique in their poor endowment with the prerequisitesof democracy.Other
regions similarly deprived have nonetheless managed to make the transition. Civil
society is notoriously weak in sub-SaharanAfrica, yet twenty-threeout of forty-two
countries carried out some measure of democratic transition between 1988 and
1994.9 The commandingheights of the economy were entirely under state control in
eastern Europeprior to the fall of the Berlin wall, yet the vast majority of countries
in this region successfully carried through a transition during the 1990s.10Poverty
and inequality,not to mention geographicremoteness from the democraticepicenter,
have characterizedIndia, Mauritius,and Botswana, yet these countrieshave successfully embraced democracy.1"And other world cultures, notably Catholicism and
Confucianism,have at different times been accused of incompatibilitywith democracy, yet these cultural endowments have not prevented countries in Latin America,
southernEurope,and East Asia from democratizing.12
Prerequisites: A Useful Approach?
Cross-regionaland cross-temporalcomparison indicates that democratizationis so
complex an outcome that no single variable will ever prove to be universally necessary or sufficient for it.13Any notion of a single prerequisiteof democracy should be
jettisoned. But must the notion of prerequisitesbe abandonedaltogether?It might be
tempting to hold on to the idea. Cumulativefailure to realize many of the conditions
that have historically been associated with successful democratizationis bound to
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hinder democratictransitiontoday.In the Middle East and North Africa the failureto
realize so many of these conditions simultaneouslymay explain the region's resistance to transition.
However,the Middle East and North Africa are not unique in this cumulativefailure. The inability to fulfill these conditions is the reason why democracyis on such
shaky ground in so many parts of the world, why analystsmust resortto "democracy
with adjectives"(anotherterm for imperfect democracy)when categorizingso many
products of the third wave in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.14Cumulativefailure
to achieve the prerequisitesof democracy clearly underminesthe consolidation of
democracy.But alone it can not explain the failureto carry out democratictransition
because many countries burdenedwith failure have nonetheless made that leap successfully. The transitionto democracy accomplished by sub-SaharanAfrican states
that typically rank as poorly as if not worse than many Middle Eastern and North
African states on standardsocioeconomic indicators,proximityto successful democracy, and the vigor of civil society makes this point clear. The puzzle posed by the
Middle East and North Africa is not why democracyhas failed to consolidate in this
region (failure would be expected) but rather why the vast majority of Middle
Eastern and North African states have failed to initiate transitionat all. Herein lies
the exceptionalism of the region. To explain it, it is necessary to look beyond failure
to achieve the prerequisites of democracy, since failure is not exceptional to the
region.

Insights from Studies of Revolution
Why has democratic transition largely eluded Middle Eastern and North African
countries?It is not as though the region has been deprivedof all democraticimpulses. It has indeed experiencedthe fledgling emergence of civil society (humanrights
groups, professional associations, self-help groups), only to see most of them either
repressedor corporatizedby the state.15Statistregimes have increasinglyliberalized
their economies (often under pressure from internationalforces), but autonomous
political initiative by their new private sectors is typically punished.16Progressive
interpretationsof Islam that endorse democraticnorms and ideals have been parsed
by Islamic theorists, only to be buried by hostile state elites.17In each case a coercive state deeply opposed to democraticreform has quashed initiatives favorableto
democracy.
To understandthe rarityof democratic transitionin the region, it is necessary to
return to a classic work on revolution written by Theda Skocpol more than twenty
years ago. The puzzling thing about revolution, Skocpol pointed out, is that,
although the intuitiveprerequisitefor revolution-mass disaffection from the regime
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in power--is a relatively common phenomenonin human experience, successful revolution is a relatively rare event. What explains this divergence between cause and
outcome? The answer, Skocpol argued, lies in the strength of the state and, most
important,the state's capacity to maintain a monopoly on the means of coercion. If
the state'scoercive apparatusremains coherent and effective, it can face down popular disaffection and survive significant illegitimacy, "value incoherence,"and even a
pervasive sense of relative deprivationamong its subjects.18
In short, the strength,coherence, and effectiveness of the state's coercive apparatus distinguish among cases of successful revolution, revolutionary failure, and
nonoccurrence.19The same might be said of democratictransition.Democratic transition can be carried out successfully only when the state's coercive apparatuslacks
the will or capacity to crush it. Where that coercive apparatusremains intact and
opposed to political reform, democratictransitionwill not occur.
Thus, the solution to the puzzle of Middle Easternand North African exceptionalism lies less in absent prerequisitesof democratizationand more in present conditions that foster robust authoritarianism,specifically a robust coercive apparatusin
these states.20The will and capacity of the state's coercive apparatusto suppress
democratic initiative have extinguished the possibility of transition.Herein lies the
region'strue exceptionalism.
Some conceptual clarifications are in order.First, will and capacity are two independent qualities that do not covary and ought not be collapsed into one. A regime
may have the capacity to repress democratic forces but not the will, as in South
Korea under Roh Tae Woo in 1987. Or the reverse may be true, as in Benin under
Kerekou in 1989. Second, this argumentadmittedly veers toward conflation of the
coercive apparatus and the authoritarian regime it undergirds. The distinction
between the two is often difficult to draw, even in regimes (for example, Egypt,
Syria, and Algeria) where the official head of state is a civilian, because the head of
state is often closely allied with the coercive apparatus and highly dependent on
coercion to survive. The mutual controls exercised by the security apparatusand the
civilian leader endow each with a measure of veto power over the other and make it
difficult to determinewho exercises superioragency in the dyad.
Classic indicatorsused to gauge relativepower (controlover appointments,political
succession, budgets, and policy) often do not yield a clear-cutpicture.21Patrimonial
linkagesbetweenthe regime and coercive apparatusfurtherenmeshthe two. In Algeria,
for example,conflationof the regime and the coercive apparatusis so pronouncedthat
one analyst,paraphrasingMirabeau'sdescriptionof Prussia,declaredthat "every state
has an armybut in Algeria the armyhas a state."22The problemof conflationbetween
authoritariancivilian regimes and the military is in no way peculiar to this region.23
Nevertheless,the prevalenceof patrimoniallogic in many regimes makes this problem
particularlypervasivein the MiddleEast andNorthAfrica.
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Thus, authoritarianismhas proven exceptionally robust in the Middle East and
North Africa because the coercive apparatusin many states has been exceptionally
able and willing to crush reform initiatives from below. Comparative analysis is
helpful in explaining why. The experience of other regions reveals what is exceptional about the Middle East and North Africa.

Robustness of the Coercive Apparatus
What shapes the robustness of a regime's coercive apparatus? Under what conditions will it lose its capacity and will to hold on to power and permit society to
experimentwith democratization?Comparativeanalysis of cases of such renunciation suggests at least four variablesthat are crucial to this outcome.
First, the robustnessof the coercive apparatusis directly linked to maintenanceof
fiscal health. The security establishmentis most likely to give up when its financial
foundation is seriously compromised. When the military can no longer pay the
salaries of its recruitsand the security forces can not guaranteesupplies of arms and
ammunition,the coercive apparatusdisintegratesfrom within. For example, in subSaharanAfrica democratictransitionwas less the work of strong societies and more
the consequence of weak states.24Prolongedfiscal crisis "hollowedout"the coercive
apparatusof many African countries. Soldiers went unpaid, and materiel deteriorated. Democratic transition was possible because decomposition of the military and
security establishmentsopened up the political space in which demands for democracy could be pressed.25According to Brattonand van de Walle, the strengthand disposition of the military were among the most significant determinantsof the fate of
transitionon the African continent.26
Second, the robustness of the coercive apparatusis also shaped by successful
maintenanceof internationalsupportnetworks. The security establishmentis most
likely to lose its will and capacity to hold on to power when it loses crucial international support. Coercive regimes especially face this problem if they have been the
recipients of massive foreign support(and few authoritarianregimes of the twentieth
century escaped the benevolence of one great power or anotherduringthe cold war).
Withdrawalof internationalbacking triggers both an existential and financial crisis
for the regime that often devastatesboth its will and capacity to carry on. This scenario provedkey in eastern Europe,where the Soviet Union's withdrawalof support
for the Brezhnev doctrine spelled the end of the coercive backbone of eastern
European regimes and their will to hold on.27 It also proved important in Latin
America, where the United States' abruptshift away from supportingauthoritarianism after the cold war dealt many regimes an importantexistential blow.28Finally,it
was importantin sub-SaharanAfrica where, as the cold war waned, foreign patrons,
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both eastern and western, withdrew massive supplies of military aid and where
western donorsincreasinglymade foreign aid conditional on democraticreform.29
Third,the robustnessof the coercive apparatus,or of its will to repress reform initiatives, is inversely relatedto its level of institutionalization.The more institutionalized the security establishment is, the more willing it will be to disengage from
power and allow political reform to proceed. The less institutionalizedit is, the less
amenableit will be to reform.
Institutionalizationof the coercive apparatusshould not be confused with professionalization in Huntington's sense. Institutionalization does not refer to the
depoliticization of the security establishmentand its subordinationto civilian control.30Rather, institutionalizationinvokes the constellation of qualities that Weber
used to distinguish bureaucraciesfrom patrimoniallydriven organizations.An institutionalized coercive apparatusis one that is rule-governed,predictable,and meritocratic. It has establishedpaths of career advancementand recruitment;promotion is
based on performance,not politics; there is a clear delineation between the public
and privatethat forbids predatorybehavior vis-a-vis society; and discipline is maintained throughthe inculcation of a service ethic and strict enforcement of a meritbased hierarchy.In contrast, in a coercive apparatusorganized along patrimonial
lines staffing decisions are ruled by cronyism; the distinction between public and
privatemission is blurred,leading to widespreadcorruptionand abuse of power; and
discipline is maintainedthroughthe exploitation of primordialcleavage, often relying on balancedrivalrybetween differentethnic/sectariangroups.
Patrimonialismconfers a number of distinct advantages on authoritarianregimes
that can contribute to their longevity.31They include demobilizing the opposition
and building a loyal base through selective favoritism and discretionarypatronage.
Patrimonialismcan also make authoritarianregimes particularlyresistant to democratic reform.32In the coercive apparatus,patrimonialorganizationwill be less receptive to political opening. By contrast, institutionalizationwill have more tolerance
for reform. First, where the coercive apparatusis institutionalized,the security elite
has a sense of corporateidentity separate from the state. It has a distinct mission,
identity, and career path. Officers can imagine separation from the state. They
believe they will live to see another day, even if they relinquishpower. They do not
perceive that they will be "ruinedby reform."33To the contrary,they are more likely
to be ruinedby holding on to office too long because the inevitable political failures
are bound to trigger and develop political divisions within the elite. These divisions,
in turn, may threatenthe institutionalintegrity of the security apparatus.One of the
main factors that drove the military elite to transferpower to civilians in Brazil and
Argentinawas its concern to save the institutionalintegrity of the military establishments.34Similar incentives are present whenever the coercive apparatusis strongly
institutionalized. Second, where the coercive apparatus is institutionalized rather
than patrimonial,it is distinguishedby a commitmentto some broadernational mis145
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sion that serves the public good, such as national defense and economic development, ratherthan to personal aggrandizementand enrichmentalone. Where the elite
has successfully delivered on this mission, it again has good reason to be persuaded
that it will not be ruined by reform. To the contrary,where it has successfully delivered on public goals like national defense and economic development, it might be
confident of its ability to ride democratictransitionsuccessfully and maintaina hold
on power, this time by popularelection. Both Pinochet in Chile and Roh Tae-Wooin
South Korea reasoned this way. While Pinochet was overly optimistic (he failed to
win the plebiscite that would have elected him Chile's president in 1988), Roh Tae
Woo's political confidence was well-placed. The South Korean general rode his
record of achievementto win the highest office of the land.35Again, the institutionalized characterof the securityapparatusfosteredtolerance of democraticreform.
Finally,the coercive apparatus'capacity and will to hold on to power is shapedby
the degree to which it faces a high level of popularmobilization. Violently repressing thousands of people, even if it is within the physical capacity of the security
forces, is costly. It may jeopardize the institutionalintegrity of the security apparatus, internationalsupport, and domestic legitimacy. Clearly,the high costs of massive repressionwill not deter an elite that believes it will be ruinedby reform.36The
slaughterof thousandsat Hamaby Assad's regime in Syria and the massacreof hundreds at TiananmenSquareby the Communistregime in China are only two salient
examples of the human tragedy wreaked by coercive elites bent on repressionand
undeterredby the very high costs associated with it.37However,where the elite does
not perceive reform to be so devastating,the higher cost of repressionposed by high
levels of popularmobilization may serve as a tipping mechanism, pitching the elite
onto the side of reform. In Korea mass demonstrations on behalf of democratic
reform, mannedby a broad,cross-class coalition with sizable middle class participation, persuadedRoh Tae Woo to forgo brutalrepressionof the democracymovement
and instead opt for reform.38Similarly, in Latin America the presence of an organized labor movement and an active civil society, both mobilized on the side of
democratization,made coercive regimes in Argentinaand Perureconsiderrepression
when other options seemed possible and safe.39
Two objections might be raised to this fourthvariable.First, it introducesan element of circularityto the argument,since the level of popularmobilizationin society
is, to some degree, shaped by the coercive capacity and will of the state. For example, in Egypt the state'scoercive capacity and will has led to harshrepressionof civil
society; consequently,many popularforces have been reluctantto mobilize politically. The reluctance has lowered the cost of repression for the state and refortifiedits
will to use coercion. However,there is no simple correlationbetween a state'scoercive capacity and will and its demobilizationof society. Some coercive statesnurture
the developmentof civil society throughcorporatistmeasures. Othersrepressinconsistently, demobilizing some groups (for example, leftist unions) but not others (for
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example, the church).Toleratedpockets of mobilization can come back to challenge
the state. The elite is forced to ask if the cost of repression is worth the benefit. For
example, in South Koreain 1987 the mobilization of toleratedgroups such as church
and studentmovements created significant pressure to reform. Consequently,popular mobilization must be measured on its own, independent of the state's coercive
capacity and will.
A second objection to popular mobilization as a variable is that it reintroduces
some of the logic of the social prerequisitesapproachrejected earlier.The level of
popular mobilization is clearly shaped by such variables as literacy, urbanization,
and socioeconomic inequality. However, one variable can not be reduced to the
other. Popularmobilization is also shaped by ideological factors (like Communism
or Islamism), leadership variables (like charismatic leadership), and sudden
moments of crisis that spur a spontaneouspopularresponse. Measurementof socioeconomic variables will not account for such spurts of mobilization; popular mobilization must be measuredon its own.40

Conditions in the Middle East and North Africa
No single variable, whether poor fiscal health, declining international support,
strong institutionalization,or high levels of popular mobilization, is either a necessary or sufficient condition of retreat from power by the coercive apparatus.But
these four variableshave been importantcross-regionallyin cases of retreat.How do
the countries of the Middle East and North Africa rate on them? Their performance
suggests reasons why authoritarianregimes are exceptionally robustthere.
First, with regard to fiscal health, although many states in the Middle East and
North Africa have economic difficulties of one sort or another,few, save perhapsthe
Sudan, face economic collapse of sub-Saharanproportions.41Most, moreover,enjoy
sufficient revenue to sustain exceedingly robust expenditureon their security apparatuses. In fact, these expendituresare among the highest in the world. The region's
states are world leaders in the proportionof GNP spent on security.On average, they
spent 6.7 percent of their GNP on defense expendituresin the year 2000, compared
to a global average of 3.8 percent, 2.2 percent in NATO countries, 2.8 percent in
non-NATOEuropeancountries,3.3 percent in East Asia and Australasia,4 percent in
sub-Saharan Africa, and 1.6 percent in the Carribean and in Central and Latin
America.42They are also among the biggest spenders in terms of arms purchased.
Seven--Saudi Arabia, Iran, Egypt, Israel, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, and
Algeria-alone accounted for 40 percent of all global arms sales in the year 2000.43
Finally, the percentage of population engaged in various branches of the security
apparatusis high by world standards.The average country counts 16.2 men per thousand under arms, comparedto 6.31 in France, 3.92 in Brazil, and .33 in Ghana. In
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Iraq, for example, the number is 20.94; in Syria, 26; in Bahrain, 33.8; in Saudi
Arabia,9.86; and in Egypt, 10.87. 44
How do these countries sustain such elaborate coercive apparatuses?Here is
where access to rent comes into play.This access has long distinguishedthe region.45
Many, though not all, of these states are major recipients of rentier income. Their
rent derives from different endowments-petroleum resources, gas resources, geostrategicutility, and control of critical transitfacilities. From the more than $30 billion that the Saudi state earns each year in oil revenue to the $2 billion that Egypt
receives annually from the United States in foreign aid, many Middle Easternand
North African states are richly supplied with rental income.46It gives them access to
substantialdiscretionaryresources so that, even if the country is overall in poor economic health, the state is still able to hew to conventionaleconomic wisdom and pay
itself first, that is, give first priorityto paying the military and security forces. Thus,
while governmentspending on educationand welfare may remain flat and economic
crisis may cut into infrastructuralinvestment,expenditureon the securityapparatus
remains very high.47 In Egypt, for example, economic crisis forced the regime to
sign an IMF accord that required a reduction in the subsidy of basic goods by 14
percent. This reductiondid not preventthe regime from increasing the militarybudget by 22 percent that same year.48Similarly, in Algeria, although civil war has ravaged the country'seconomy, the armyis always paid. The military apparatusremains
intact thanks to Algeria's reliable dole of oil and gas rents. In short, exceptional
access to rents has nurtureda robust coercive apparatusin many states across the
region.
With regardto internationalsupport,the region is exceptional for the uniqueposition it enjoys in the internationalarena.As in other regions, authoritarianstates in
the Middle East and North Africa profited from the cold war, reaping patronage
from eastern and western great powers (sometimes simultaneously)in returnfor the
promise of reliable alliance in the fight for or against Communism.But in contrastto
other regions the authoritarianstates in the Middle East and North Africa did not see
their sources of internationalpatronage evaporatewith the end of the cold war or
with America's subsequentreanimationwith democracy,because western interestin
the region has been driven by multiple security concerns that survived the cold war.
Two key concerns are a reliable oil supply,a strategicallycrucial resourceto increasingly dependent OECD countries, and the Islamist threat, which has proved ever
more alarming as Islamist radicals turnedtheir fury towardAmerican targetsin the
U.S. and abroad.49
Both of these concerns have provided a compelling rationale to western policymakers to persist in providing patronageto many authoritarianstates in the region.
As Roosevelt said about Somoza, "they may be sons of bitches but at least they are
our sons of bitches."50Authoritarianregimes in SaudiArabia,Egypt, Jordan,Tunisia,
and Algeria have received western support, at times in very generous proportions,
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because of the belief (perhaps mistaken) among western policymakers that these
regimes would be most likely to deliver on western security concerns by assuring
regular oil and gas supplies to the West and containing the Islamist threat. In short,
the region is exceptional in that the cold war's end has not signaled great power
retreat from patronage of authoritarianism,as in Latin America, Africa, and elsewhere.51Playing on the West's multiple security concerns has allowed authoritarian
regimes in the region to retain internationalsupport.The West's generous provision
of this supporthas bolsteredthe capacity and will of these regimes to hold on.
With regard to the third variable, patrimonialism, in most Middle Eastern and
North African countries the coercive apparatus,like the regimes themselves, is governed by patrimoniallogic. Although not universal (the military in Turkey,Egypt,
and Tunisiaare highly institutionalized)many of the regional powerhouses, such as
Iraq, Syria, and Saudi Arabia, as well as lesser forces such as Jordanand Morocco,
have coercive establishments shot through with patrimonialism. Personalism pervades staffing decisions. In Jordan and Morocco the king regularly appoints his
male relatives to key military posts to guarantee against military rebellion.52 In
Saudi Arabiaand Syria entire branchesof the military and security forces are family
affairs.53Political reliability supercedes merit in promotions. In JordanPalestinians
can not rise above the rank of major or lieutenantcolonel in combat units.54In Syria
an Air Force commanderwas appointedthough he was not even a pilot (but he was a
trusted friend of Hafez al-Asad).55Ethnic ties are used to guaranteeloyalty. In Iraq
the elite units were overwhelminglySunni. In Syria they are Alawi.56 Intercorpand
intracorpdiscipline is maintainedby relying on balanced rivalrybetween primordial
groups. The Syrian regime carefullybalances Alawi, Sunni, and Christianleadership
to maintaincontrol.The Jordanianand Saudi regimes rely on tribal and bedouin loyalties to balance power between differentcorps.57The distinctionbetween public and
privateis not always scrupulouslyobserved. In Iraqand Syria the military has served
as a key route to personal enrichment.It has not been unusual for generals to turn
their units into personal economic fiefdoms.58
Of course, not all security establishments are equally corrupted.The Jordanian
military is much more rule-governedthan its Syrian or Iraqicounterparts.Moreover,
patrimonialism should not be confused with professional incompetence; many of
these apparatusesare professionally well-trained and equipped to handle the most
modern military materiel. But patrimonialism spells a strong personal linkage
between the coercive apparatusand the regime it serves; it makes for the coercive
apparatus'personal identification with the regime and the regime's longevity and
thus fosters resistanceto political reform.
Under patrimonialconditions, political reform representsthe prospect of ruin for
the elite of the coercive apparatus. Political opening and popular accountability
would deprive the Alawi officer in Syria of his special perquisites, if not his life.
Regime change would jeopardize the predominance of favored tribal elites in the
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Jordanianand Saudi military.Furthermore,few of these officers could expect to ride
electoral politics to power, Roh Tae Woo-style, because of the failure of these patrimonially driven apparatusesto deliver on national goals as successfully as did Roh
Tae Woo. To the contrary,these officers have every incentive to close ranks behind
the old authoritariansystem, shoring it up even when naturalcalamity provides an
opportunityfor opening. For example, in Syria the ruling dictator'sold age, illness,
and death might have created an opportunityfor political opening if the leaders of
the coercive apparatushad not closed ranksbehind the old system and persuadedthe
dictator'sson that the country'sbest interestslay in continuingthe regime.
The prevalence of patrimonialism is by no means exceptional to this region.
Similar logic governs regimes in Africa, Asia, and beyond. But the low level of institutionalization in the region's coercive apparatuses constitutes one more factor
explaining the robustwill of so many to thwartpolitical reform.
As for the fourth variable, popular mobilization on behalf of political reform
remains weak. Nowhere in the region do mammoth, cross-class coalitions mobilize
on the streets to push for reform, as in South Korea. Consequently,in most Middle
Eastern and North African countries the costs of repression are relatively low. Even
where mobilization has been higher, as when Islamists mobilized impressive numbers for political reform in Syria in the 1980s and Algeria in the 1990s, the state
lessened the costs of repression,that is, the potential loss of domestic legitimacy or
internationalsupport,by playing on the special threatposed by Islamist forces. The
mobilization was cast as a threatto orderand security for both domestic and international constituencies.This approachsucceeded. The Algerian state was able to count
on continued French patronage for many years by emphasizing the danger of the
Islamist menace. Even Asad's brutal massacre at Hama won him some popularsupport on the grounds:"Betterone month of Hama than fourteenyears of civil war as
in Lebanon."59
The low level of popular mobilization for political reform is not limited to the
region, and to some extent it is a consequence of some of the absent prerequisitesof
democracy like poverty and low levels of literacy.However,there are additionalfactors that reduce popular enthusiasm for democratic reform in the Middle East and
North Africa. First, experiments in political liberalizationare historically identified
with colonial dominationratherthan self-determination(in contrastto India).Earlier
half-heartedattemptscarriedout under British and Frenchmandateswere more window-dressing for foreign domination than substantive experiments in self-rule.
Second, there is no prolonged prior experience with democracythat might have created the institutionalfoundations for popularmobilization, such as mass-basedparties and labor unions (in contrastto many LatinAmerican countries).Third,a counterparadigmoffers an ideologically rich and inspiringalternativeto liberal democracy (in contrast to eastern Europe after the fall of Communism).Although Islamist
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ideologies need not be posed as an alternative to liberal democratic world-views,
they often develop in this way out of political expedience. Fourth,the presence of
this nondemocraticIslamist threat demobilizes much of the traditionalconstituency
for democraticactivism, the secular and educated elements of the middle class. No
matter what the explanation is, low levels of popular mobilization for democratic
reform are a reality in the region. They lower the costs of repression for the coercive
apparatusand increase the likelihood that the security establishment will resort to
force to thwartreform initiatives.
Of course, there is one dramaticexample in the region where popular mobilization for political reform succeeded in bringing on regime change: Iran. Millions of
Iraniansparticipatedin mass protests to bring down the shah, and popularmobilization played a key role in the revolution'ssuccess, not least for the profoundimpact it
exercised on the military. Although the military retained the physical capacity to
repressthe protestors,its will was sappedby the potentially enormous cost of repression, not least to the institutionalintegrityof the military itself. Faced with masses of
civilians bearing flowers and chanting religious slogans, many soldiers refused to
shoot; desertionsmounted;and outrightmutinies against the upperranksmultiplied.
Fearing for the institutionalintegrity of the armed forces, the chief of staff declared
the military'sneutralitytowardthe revolutionand sealed the fate of the old regime.60
In short, high levels of popularmobilization in Iranraised the cost of repression sufficiently to underminethe coercive apparatus'swill to repress.61
A fifth variable,the existence of a credible threat, has been suggested to explain
the robustnessof the coercive apparatusin many Middle Eastern and North African
countries. Given the centrality of the Arab-Israeli conflict to the politics of the
region, some analysts link the robustnessof the region's authoritarianismto the existential threatposed by Israel to its Arab neighbors and to the subsequent construction of large militaries by many Arab states. No doubt the prevalence of interstate
conflict in the region (including but not limited to the Arab-Israeli conflict) has
played an importantrole in reinforcingauthoritarianismin the region.62But analysts
who championthis explanationmust account for the fact that the robustnessof coercive apparatusesin Arab states correlatesneither geographicallynor temporallywith
the threatposed by Israel. Geographically,the arc of authoritarianismin the region
far exceeds the fly-zone of the Israeli air force; that is, countries far removed from
the epicenter of the conflict (for example, Saudi Arabia, Morocco) still share the
region's propensity for robust coercive apparatuses. Temporally, reduction in the
existential threatposed by Israel has not led to commensuratedecline in the size of
the coercive apparatus.For example, the cold peace between Egypt and Israel over
the past twenty-five years has not been matched by a comparable reduction in
Egypt'smilitarybudget.63
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Conclusion
The exceptionalism of the Middle East and North Africa lies not so much in absent
prerequisitesof democracy as in present conditions that foster robust authoritarianism and especially a robust and politically tenacious coercive apparatus.Some conditions responsible for the robustness of this authoritarianismare exceptionalto the
Middle East and North Africa; others are not. Access to abundantrent distinguishes
the region and subsidizes much of the cost of these overdevelopedcoercive apparatuses. Multiple western securityconcerns in the region guaranteecontinuousinternational support to authoritarianregimes in the Middle East and North Africa even
after the cold war. But the prevalence of patrimonialismin state structuresand the
low level of popular mobilization are not unique to the region. Together,these factors reinforcethe coercive apparatus'capacity and preventdemocraticreform.
For otherregions, the experienceof the Middle East and North Africa drawsattention to the persistentimportanceof structuralfactors,most importantly,the characterof
stateinstitutions,in chartinga country'ssusceptibilityto democratictransition.The sudden and pervasiveturntowarddemocracyin LatinAmerica duringthe 1980s playeda
key role in discreditingsocioeconomicdeterminismin theoriesof democratictransition,
highlighting instead the centrality of elite choice and voluntarism in establishing
The dramatictransitionto democracythat swept sub-SaharanAfrica and
democracy.64
easternEuropein the 1990s drew attentionto the importantrole popularmobilization
can play in bringing down authoritarianregimes.65But the stubbornpersistence of
in the MiddleEastandNorthAfricahighlightsan equallypowerfullesauthoritarianism
son. Wherepatrimonialinstitutionsare weddedto coercive capacity,authoritarianism
is
to
endure.
In
this
the
will
the
to
elites
both
and
context,
regime
capacity
likely
possess
suppressdemocraticinitiative.And where internationalsupportand financingis forthcoming to the authoritarian
regime,rapidregimechange is unlikely.66
It would be tempting to argue that removal of the coercive apparatus,perhapsby
decisive external intervention, could end authoritarianism and open the way to
democracy in such regions. Unfortunately,the analysis presentedhere does not support this view. The four variablesidentified above explain the robustnessof the coercive apparatusesin many Middle Easternand North African countries and their will
to suppressdemocraticinitiative.This analysis says little about the conditionsnecessary to implant democracy itself. For, while the removal of democracy-suppressing
coercive apparatusesis a necessary condition for democratictransitionand consolidation, it is not sufficient. A host of conditions, including a minimal level of elite
commitment, a minimal level of national solidarity, a minimal level of per capita
GNP,and, perhapsmost importantof all, the creation of impartialand effective state
institutionsmust be present. Effective bureaucracies,police, andjudiciaries that can
deliver predictablerule of law and orderare essential for democracyto flourish.To a
large degree, ordercomes priorto democracy.Democracy can not thrivein chaos.67
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Sadly, countries with a history of patrimonial rule are greatly disadvantagedin
this institutionalendowment. Personalisticregimes, by definition, privilege government by the ruler'sdiscretion,not rule of law. Generally,patrimonialregimes do not
have the effective and impartial bureaucracies, police, and other state institutions
that are essential for a robust democracy.Thus, consolidation of democracy in postpatrimonialregimes is especially challenging.68
In the absence of effective state institutions, removing an oppressive coercive
apparatuswill lead, not to democracy,but ratherto authoritarianismof a different
stripe or, worse, chaos. To anchor democracy in the region, political reformersmust
focus on building effective, impartial state institutions, nurturingassociations that
reach across ethnic lines and unite people around common economic and cultural
interests, and fostering economic growth that will increase per capita GNP into the
zone of democratic possibility.69This challenge is gargantuanbut is little different
from the one facing many other countries. In facing this challenge, as in so many
ways, the Middle East and North Africa are hardly exceptional at all.
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